
F O R  A R T I S T S



Musicbed is a one-stop shop for all things sync.

We aren’t your traditional licensing agency. We serve clients at every 

level, from pre-cleared licenses for independent filmmakers and 

YouTube creators to TV/Film and large-budget custom work.

We aggressively search for sync opportunities in all markets large and 

small. Musicbed, simply put, is the most well-rounded sync agency 

in the market. Great music should be accessible.

Who Musicbed Is
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We value the creative above all else. By creating a platform for artists, 

we’re supporting their music and helping filmmakers find the perfect 

track for their films.

Artists get 50% or more of all license revenue

No complicated agreements, no extra fees

Artists keep their ownership and performance royalties

Real time reporting and analytics — make informed 

decisions with clear results

Available resources, tools, and articles to get the most 

from the relationship

Why We’re Different
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How It Works
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TRADITIONAL

TV, Film, Broadcast Advertising. Traditional licensing is exactly what you think of when 

you think licensing. Musicbed’s licensing team works hand in hand, project by project 

with clients large and small to negotiate the best possible rates for these “traditional” 

market opportunities. 

SINGLE SONG

Using Musicbed’s online platform, clients can browse, find, choose and license songs  

a la carte for limited use license options. This allows artists to capitalize on “micro” market, 

non-broadcast opportunities from independent filmmakers, non-profit organizations, 

event planners and small businesses.

SUBSCRIPTION

Under the same license type limitations as online single song, Musicbed’s subscription 

model allows artists to engage with micro market clients who desire a subscription-fee 

style service. With the longevity of recurring revenue, artists are able to see annual 

benefit from the subscription model.



The subscription model has become an integral part of an artist’s success 

at Musicbed. 

Average annual revenue per artist has grown 70% since the launch of 

subscription due to both the direct royalty increase from subscription revenue 

and from the increase in opportunities across the board. 

 

SyncID is Musicbed’s proprietary app that validates uses, calculates royalties, 

interfaces with YouTube’s Content ID system and is a necessary tool in 

subscription’s implementation. With the increase in YouTube licenses, a major 

benefit of subscription is royalties derived from Content ID Ad Revenue.

We understand DSPs typically handle Content ID collection but as the 

licensing industry continues to expand, the client’s reliance on an ad-managed 

experience goes hand in hand with licensing. Musicbed’s answer is to facilitate 

the connection between licensing and Content ID, generating revenue that 

is passed through to the artist, while maintaining control over the end client’s 

ad experience so they keep coming back and artists keep making money.

Subscription + SyncID

AD REVENUE

ARTIST AVG. REVENUE FOR 2020

Artists in subscription see 90% more revenue on average than they would if they were not in subscription.

Not In SubscriptionIn Subscription

Artists saw 111% increase in ad revenue after the first 12 months of our subscription model.

Q3 2017 Q3 2018 Q3 2019

SUBSCRIPTION 
LAUNCHES
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Quick Stats

100,000,000+  Ambassador Subscriber Reach

28,900,000  Email Newsletters Sent Annually

1,118,056  Total User Accounts

250,500  Collective Social Media Following

54,000  Songs Annually Pitched by Supervision Team



Marketing Matters
We’re relentless in using our ever-growing social media and email 

outlets to promote artists, albums, and singles. This exponentially 

increases exposure and gets the music placed in more creative projects. 

Email Newsletters

Ad & Featured Placements

Playlisting

Social Media

Blog Posts

Downloadable Playlists

Physical Mailers

Print 

Trade Shows

Original Films

iOS and Android App

CHANNELS
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Label/Pub Partners
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For labels and publishers, Musicbed offers unparalleled partnership. 

Let us be a resource to help you better serve your artists. 

When it doesn’t make financial sense for labels and publishers to 

spend time licensing for small market opportunities, Musicbed can 

monetize in bulk and help your artists start recouping faster. 

Our system allows us to pay out master and publishing shares 

separately to as many parties as necessary. With downloadable 

reports, monthly payouts, and robust analytics, there’s almost no 

administration on your end. 

As an example, Musicbed began working with a label in 2015 with 20 

artists. The partnership has grown to more than 100 artists generating 

over $4MM a year, without cannibalizing any opportunities the label 

continues to secure itself.
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